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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Reports in various mass media and electronic media which shows that a person committing a 

crime like theft in various kinds is due to unfulfilled economic necessities . For instance, 

motorcycle theft with violence  as had happened in Way Kanan district . Based on the things 

mentioned above , the formulation of the problem that arises is anything causes  the crime of 

motorcycle theft  with violence especially in Pakuan Ratu sub-district Way kanan district, how 

the efforts of the police in tackling the crime of motorcycle theft with violence especially in the 

area of Pakuan Ratu sub-district Way kanan district, and the factors that inhibit the prevention of 

the police in the crime of motorcycle theft with violence in the area of PakuanRatu sub-district 

Way kanan district. 

This research was done by the authors by using empirical juridical approach that the approach 

taken by learning the fact in the field in order to obtain the credible data and information 

regarding the efforts of the police in tackling the crime of motorcycle theft with violence. 

Based on the results of research and discussion , the cause of the crime of motorcycle theft with 

violence based on psycogenese theory is intelligence and moral decline , based on the 

sociological theory is the social environment and education, based on subculture theory is the 

neighborhood, the neighborhood where the case happens , economic factors , and factors ofthe 

victims themselves. The effortsdone by the police sector of Pakuan Ratu in tackling the crime of 

motorcycle theft are more attention on violence prevention efforts. Inhibiting factors for the 

police sector of Pakuan Ratu  in the prevention of the crime of motorcycle theft with violence are 

due to factors of society , law enforcement factors , means factors  or damaged roads facilities . 

The suggestions of authors are it is need to socialize the importance of an education that can 

shape a person's moral and psychological,the construction of road infrastructure, the society is 

expected to comply with the appeals, the termination ofthe chain ofthe crime of motorcycle theft 

with violence is necessary, additional members of the police sector of Pakuan Ratu is also 

required. . 
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